
THE GOLDEN YEARS OF WISBECH 
CORN EXCHANGE (Part the Sixth) 

 
 

 
 
20) The Story So Far ….. 
 
Jack Taylor’s International Promotions had run two full, and very successful, seasons 
at Wisbech Corn Exchange. Dale Martin had failed miserably and 20th Century 
Promotions broke about even with three shows before Jack moved in. After his two 
seasons he decided to get out while the going was good, probably sensing that it was 
becoming more and more difficult to please the average wrestling fan without TV 
coverage. So … there was a vacancy for wrestling promoters to take over a venue that 
had a loyal, fanatical yet discerning taste for the game. 

Now Read On …… 
 
21) Along Came Bill 
 
The vacancy was filled quite quickly. Jack Taylor moved out in May 1968, and then 
in October I wrote this for the Wisbech Advertiser : 
 
 
 
 
 
So there we are. The new 
promoters are Starr 
Promotions. They’re 
based in Lincolnshire 
and they are prepared 
to take a gamble on Wisbech Corn Exchange. But 
who are they …. and will they succeed? 



Starr Promotions of Spalding was headed by Boston’s Bill Clark, billed usually as Big 
Bill Clark most of the time, along with his partner, whose name I 
seem to remember, was Les Lunn. I believe Les often stood in for 
Bill’s wrestling ‘brother’ Ron when the Poachers (left) were 
billed. Bill had wrestled supporting matches in the area for some 
time, doing mainly journeyman jobs.  
 
This time he was to be the boss. Bill, who died only recently, was 
much maligned because of his future hooded activities, but in 
actual fact he was a fine wrestler with a great grasp of crowd-
pleasing … whether booing or cheering. I got to know Bill 

reasonably well and got articles printed across the region in a bid to help. I had to say 
I thought the opening line-up (right) 
was nowhere near the “Grand 
Opener” which fans would have 
expected. As I wrote the article 
revealing wrestling’s return to the 
Corn Exchange, I did not find it easy 
to ‘big up’ as they say in current 
parlance. This would be a hard sell. 
 
With all due respect …. and I really 
mean that … Eric Taylor was not the 
biggest name to top a bill. Yes, he 
had been on TV. Yes, he had been 
around a long time. Yes, he carried a 
championship. Yes, he always put on 
a good show.  But would he get the 
fans flocking back after a five-month 
absence? I doubted it. Young Ricardo 
hadn’t become Ricky Wiseman yet, 
and although Leno Larazzi was 
popular at Wisbech I still struggled 
with the idea that a bout against Eric  

 
Taylor would grab the imagination of many. I 
had no doubt that the evening would be 
crammed full of fine wrestling, but it bothered 
me that not many would turn up to see it.  
 
Eric Sands (left) was a class act without doubt. 
But Pete Smith was certainly not a household 
name. Anyway, that WAS the line-up. The 
posters went up, the adverts went in local 
papers, and I wrote the scene-setter for my 
own paper, The Wisbech Advertiser.  The 
Corn Exchange was set for wrestling’s return. 
Would Starr Promotions and Bill Clark regret 
moving in? 



22) Mixed Fortunes 
 
I really did hate to say “I told you so,” but sure enough the evening did dish up some 
fine wrestling … in front of far too few fans. Bill might have broken even, but I 
somehow doubt it. The Wisbech Standard’s report (right) said it all 
in the first paragraph : “A disappointingly poor crowd were given 
some excellent entertainment at the first wrestling promotion of the 
season at Wisbech Corn Exchange on Monday.” 
 
Eric Taylor kept his championship and Eric Sands gave Pete Smith a 
bit of a lesson in class wrestling. Leno Larazzi’s tag partner (both 
masked and unmasked) was Vince Apollo who faced Wally Severn 
and chose a Les Kellett-style that amused the fans. That would be a 
far cry from his next appearance when he would do a quick swivel-
change to heel.  

 
The Golden Terror, in the final bout against Kurt 
Von Snyder, eventually overcame his opponent 
and then had another fight on his hands as he 
struggled to get back to the dressing room (a not 
uncommon occurrence at Wisbech!) I’m not sure 
who was Terror that night, although I didn’t see 
Les (left) around while the Terror was in the ring! 

 
I realised Bill was banking on just two ways of operating the 
promotion at Wisbech : 

1) Fading ex-TV names 
2) Up-and-comers who were crowd pleasers,  

But what was missing, and of course this was always the indies’ 
problem with no access to big TV names, were acts that stood out on 
the posters with special gimmicks or a promise of the ‘edgy’ side of grappling. 

 
So, the first show had been classy, but few had 
turned up to see it, and I feared show two (left) 
might go the same way. Top of the bill was 
Gorilla Reg Ray (right), 
who had been a big name 
in the past, and the other 
attraction was an 
appearance of the Poachers 
(Bill and Les). 
There were two changes to 
the line-up on the night. 
Young Ricardo appeared as 
Spike O’Reilly’s tagger, 
and Vince Apollo faced 
Otto Van Hoffman in a 
fight that got the headlines. 



Reg Ray and Cyril Knowles fought a classic draw … certainly not their first draw … 
and Blackburn Roberts won by TKO over Max Kemp, who could not continue after a 
bad fall. Paul Rudean, who was to become a regular in Wisbech, was switched at the 
last minute to become the night’s referee. He had suffered a wrist injury and refereed 
with his wrist bandaged. His place on the bill was taken by Vince Apollo who went in 
against Otto Van Hoffman. The Nottingham ex-Undertaker had clearly had his orders 
to liven up the crowd, and he did 
it all too well. Crowd reaction is 
one thing. Spectators climbing in 
the ring to challenge him to a 
fight there and then is something 
else. But that’s what happed as 
Apollo turned heel big-time.  
 
Once the crowd had quietened 
down, and the wait was such that 
the hall had gone completely 
silent. Then … BANG!! Bill 
Clark’s rifle blasted two shots 
before the Poachers made their 
way to the ring, and there was 
clearly nothing more guaranteed 
to get attention. I can still hear those shots! After 20 minutes of mayhem the Poachers 
were disqualified. Cue more chair throwing and attempts to get the crowd out and 
home before the Poachers could get back to the boot room. 
The next three shows went ahead with fair crowds, but not as big as those Jack T had 
attracted: 

 
 

I’m not sure who College Boy was (but I think we can discount Charlie Law at this 
stage. Pete Collins?) and Cobber Harper is at last billed as an Aussie. (I could never 
understand a ‘Cobber’ being Irish!). Some favourites here, but very few ‘must-sees’, I 
fear. 



23) The Final Laps 
 
If wrestling was to return after Christmas, then it would clearly need a bit of a shake-
up … by bringing in a big name. Bill had dished up some great fights – like his own 
against Jack Brittain, the result of an in-ring challenge. Bill had always billed himself 
as Eastern Counties Heavyweight Champion – and that was the title for which he 
fought so well to defend. But he knew that would not be enough. Even with my press 
articles extolling the virtues of the promotion (!) it was becoming a struggle. 
 
Bill had been putting his shows on every fortnight, but decided to give the fans a 
break over Christmas and New Year while he thought it all over. His fifth show had 
been on December 2nd.  It wasn’t until February 24 1969 that Wisbech fans were to 
get show six. Nearly three months. Bill knew he only had one throw of 
the dice to pep up interest. He threw it, and it turned up the Outlaw, 
known as the first, and for a long time the only masked wrestler to appear 

on TV. The average fan was 
not aware that Gordon Nelson 
had packed his bags and left 
these shores to return to 
Canada, with his mask in his 
luggage. But indies never let 
things like that bother them. 
The Outlaw had been 
resurrected by the indies (see 
an indies’ Outlaw, right) and would 
normally guarantee a fair following. That 
was the gamble. The opponent also needed 
to be a name, too, if this throw of the dice 
was to be a winner. 
Enter Docker Don 
Steadman, a man whose 
pedigree could be 
traced back to Paul 
Lincoln, through the 
heady TV days with 
Joint, and now with the 

indies. Clark chose him 
because although he may not 
have been the biggest draw, 
he never disappointed. And 
he didn’t disappoint this 
time, either. Les Lunn 
refereed and was knocked 
from pillar to post as the 
match got out of hand. He 
managed to get to the bell to 
declare a “no contest”, and as my reports set 
out, the scene was set for a return battle … with 
no referee. It had been a fairly sparse crowd, 
but would more turn out for a return? 



Bill was now going for monthly shows, 
so the next the show would feature that 
return battle: The Outlaw vs Don 
Steadman without a referee.   
 
Once again I felt the undercard was a 
little underwhelming, even though it 
contained the popular Eric Sands. Sure 
enough, Sands put on a good, classic 
show which Wisbech fans did 
appreciate.  Les Lunn appeared as Les 
Ray to overcome the fire-eating 
Ashram. The top-of-bill return was 
another ding-dong which resulted in 
Steadman being counted out (by the 
referee who stood outside the ring) as 
the two clambered back in the ring after 
fighting in aisles. The Outlaw just beat 
the count and sauntered off to the 
dressing room leaving Steadman’s 
vocal challenges falling on stony 

ground … and anger from the fans. (I read in Heritage that Docker said he’d never 
been knocked out. Well, this one must have slipped his mind …!) 
 
Not a great crowd for this, it has to be said, although Bill was game enough to give it 
one more chance. I’m afraid I was the voice of doom again, warning against names 

that were once big, but did not excite 
crowds about to enter the 70s. The 
line-up chosen (left) saw Eric Taylor 
take on Farmer Johnny Allan. Eric 
and Johnny promoted together so they 
knew what Bill needed. Eric’s 
European Mid heavyweight 
Championship would be at stake to 
add some spice. Not enough spice for 
my taste, though.  Monday April 21 
arrived. Bill Clark’s £50-a-side 
challenge match ended with victory 
for Blackburn Roberts. Brian Trevors 
brought one of his own stable over, 
John L Hagger, and emerged 
victorious. As did Paul Rudean 
against Young Ricardo. Eric kept his 
belt after a memorable fight, but I 
could have written the headlines even 
before fight night ….. 
“Stay-Away Fans Miss Fine Bout.” 
And Adrian Lynn wrote that 
promoters must despair of ever 
bringing the crowds. Quite right. 



 24) Shutting Up Shop 
I couldn’t have put Adrian’s 
views better (left). Bill Clark 
did shut up shop at Wisbech 
after that last show. But that 
was nothing like the end of his 
story. He continued to promote 
across East Anglia with a great 
deal of success.  
 
The Corn Exchange was a big 
hall which had been used to big 
nights. Before 
leaving Wisbech, 
Bill Clark had 
ramped up his 
promotion of East 
Anglian halls that 
were just a little too 
small for the likes of 
Dale Martin, but if 
packed would create 
a few good pay-
days for everyone. 
(See the example 
from Holbeach (r) 
…. I feel an article 
about the indies across East Anglia coming on!). Bill used his 
own persona on quite a few occasions to rescue flagging 
nights, as Jack Taylor had also done, with success. 
 
But it wasn’t the Bill Clark persona that brought him eventual 
notoriety, of course. It was his King Kendo (below) persona 
which divided fans, infuriated Nagasaki followers, but made 
him one big wrestling talking point. The King Kendo v 
Nagasaki episode is well documented 
in Wrestling Heritage, so I won’t 

dwell on it other than to say Bill Clark was a good bloke and a 
good wrestler! 
  
After the Eric Taylor vs Johnny Allan match I thought that was 
that as far as wrestling in Wisbech was concerned. What 
promoter in his right mind would want to chance his or her arm 
rescuing wrestling in Wisbech when it was clearly on the 
slide? 
 
As it turned out a promoter DID chance an arm. Had the lessons of Dale Martin, 
International Promotions and Starr Promotions not been learned? Was there really a 
way back for grappling in Wisbech …. or was it a car crash waiting to happen? 
                                                            to be continued …… 


